subject, as it stood. That I was therefore opposed to delay oi kind, would wait patiently the action of the body, and after e1 Senator had been allowed an opportunity to say all that lie des upon the subject, the Chair would submit its own views upon so n: of it, as he should deem necessary to notice. Satisfied by these marks that I understood the game of our opponents, in all resjx and was in no danger of being taken in by their civilities, my iVu obviously dismissed from their minds all concern in regard to result. The venerable Ex-President Adams stood below the c from nearly the beginning to the close of the. proceedings, a perio-several hours, a watchful and seemingly interested spectator of scene. I invited him to take a seat with, me on the plat form, wl he respectfully and kindly declined, then caused a chair to be pi; near him which he did not occupy, because he could, as he told messenger, see better as he stood. In that position he remained the adjournment, certainly the most imperturbable and apparei the least exhausted person of the entire assemblage.
Mr. Webster, at a late period in the discussion, renewed Mr. Cl attempt to get rid of the subject in a side way. His suggestion!-might be expected, were of a character far less entitled to res than those of the former gentleman, and were- therefore less e teously received. Entirely conscious of the entire security of position, I had but little to think about, and occupied some of unemployed time in speculations upon the appearance as well of Senatorial actors in the scene, as of the various classes of special with, which every nook and corner of the chamber was filled, seats of my friend, Thomas W. Ludlow 'Esq. of New York, 1 familiarly known and esteemed by all who were thus favored, by name of Tom Ludlow; and. his very intelligent, and sensible li were so open to my observation, and my recollection of the inU they took in the scene, is even at this late day, so vivid, that I cai withhold a brief notice, of the. excitement they evinced. Thev u accidentally, early in their places and continued in them to the < obviously without thinking of (heir dinners; not a slight-matte persons who were so favorably known as the patrons of good liv and would, to all appearance, have remained "till morning, if had been necessary to enable them to see the matter out. One or other was constantly standing to make sure that nothing she escape them. Their oft repented glances at me, as if to see ho stood it, would, of itself, have been suflieie.nt, or if I had been igi tint of the depth and disinterestedness of their friendship, to sat me of the deep interest the.y took in the proceedings and of t

